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Hadlokas Neros 4:26 p.m.

Parshas Va’eira

An opportunity to make a Kiddush HaShem!
On Thursday, I received a disheartening phone call from a neighbor
of the school. She was upset and fearful. She mentioned that the speed
that cars drive down 28th Street with on the way to carpool or services at
the synagogues are simply unsafe. She had been running her daily exercise
route, crossing 28th Street, and was almost hit by a car that was speeding
and did not stop for her, a pedestrian in the crosswalk.
If everyone would take this into consideration, it would make a
tremendous Kiddush HaShem in the neighborhood!
Rabbi Idstein

Save the date for the 1st grade Chumash play!
Sunday, January 13, 10:30 a.m.

Dress for the weather!

Children should come to school with warm coats, gloves or mittens, hats, snow pants, and boots so they can enjoy recess.
We send the children outside whenever possible as long as the temperature is not too extreme!

Important Upcoming Dates & Times...
Thursday, Jan. 3: Mishmar

Friday, Jan. 4: Dismissal at 1:30 pm, Enrichment until 2:15 pm, NO BUS
Sunday, Jan. 6: Sunday morning program 8:15-11:45 am
Sunday, Jan. 13: 1st Grade Chumash Play, 10:30 am
Monday, Jan. 14: Academic Showcase, 4:30-6:00 pm
Wednesday, Jan. 16: Full day of school!
Thursday, Jan. 17-Sunday, Jan. 27: Midwinter-Break, No School

Thank you for supporting
Torah Academy!

2800 Joppa Avenue South · St. Louis Park, MN 55416
Telephone [952] 920-6630 · Fax [952] 922-7844 · office@torahacademymn.org
A partner agency with the Minneapolis Jewish Federation
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Sponsor the eighth grade for each
time they complete the sefer tehillim .

Name _______________________________
Contact Phone Number: ________________
Amount per Sefer Tehillim: $________
(or) total amount $________
List names you would like us to include in our
davening.
1. ___________________________________
2. ___________________________________
3. ___________________________________
(More names can be added on the other side of this flyer.)

The girls will be saying
Tehillim each day of the
week and hearing an
inspirational speaker for
30 minutes each day.

Please send this flyer to
the office with payment.
Please write
Tehillim-a-thon
on the memo line.

For more
information
contact
Mrs. Bodner
@ 301-741-3845
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A Torah Thought from Rabbi Idstein...

In this week’s Torah Portion of Va’eira, we read of
the onset of the ten plagues. Paroh, in his great cruelty
and haughtiness, refuses to come to terms with his
fate and the fate of his nation. All the might and array
of the plagues did nothing to impact and impart upon
Paroh a change of heart and mind. However, with
the seventh plague of hail stones raining down upon
Egypt, destroying all cattle, plant life, and people that
remained in the field, Paroh has a genuine, heartfelt
moment of contrition and recognition of HaShem.
The verse in chapter 9:27 states “This time I [Paroh]
have sinned, HaShem is the Righteous One and I and
my people are the wicked ones.” What a wondrous
statement by Paroh, encompassing not only his own
guilt, but HaShem’s justice and mercy. How are we
to understand this change of heart amidst the utter
destruction of all life in the field?

Mr. Cleary’s Corner
As we reach the midpoint of the year, it is time
for us to show off just some of the work that the
students have done during the past four months. Torah
Academy’s “Academic Showcase” is scheduled for
Monday, January 14th from 4:30-6:00 p.m.!! We will
continue to build off of last year’s format and really
attempt to showcase what we have accomplished
so far this year. There is so much learning that is
happening and some of the results of the learning will
be showcased on January 14th.
Monday, January 14th, plan on walking the halls
of Torah Academy and viewing the work of all
students at Torah Academy. The Academic Showcase
is designed to showcase the learning that has occurred
thus far. We are striving to provide a variety of
examples in order to give a complete picture of what
happens during the school day. The Showcase will be
held from 4:30-6:00 p.m. throughout the school. This
will be a great way to celebrate our first half of the
year!
I believe it is important to not interrupt our
precious time by creating special additional projects
and presentations for a more traditional Academic
Fair. The idea behind our Academic Showcase is
exactly as it sounds: We want to showcase the learning
that goes on in each classroom. This showcase will
include science projects, what STEM looks like in
some of our classes, oral presentations, coding, and
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One of the Ba’alei HaTosfos, the Riva, explains
that it rests on the fact that HaShem had forewarned
Paroh and his people to take in all their possessions
from the field in advance of the plague (9:19).
HaShem had given the Egyptians an opportunity to
protect themselves before the seventh plague, and, as a
result, Paroh was moved in a very special way. Not by
might, but by kindness! All the might of HaShem did
not move Paroh. Self-preservation did not achieve its
objective. However, HaShem’s kindness, given to this
ruler of consummate cruelty, was totally disarming.
We learn such a powerful and important lesson.
We are far better served in reaching and influencing
people with kindness than with intimidation or other
devices. If the stone heart of Paroh could be pierced
by benevolence, how much more so ordinary people
will be touched by kindness and good will.
Have a wonderful Shabbos,

Rabbi Idstein, Menahel
even a look at our new blended math instruction.
I invite families to come and walk the halls Torah
Academy to see, not just their child’s work, but the
entire school’s work. Based on our test scores, there
is a lot of learning happening throughout the school!!
Come and see the different ways students have learned
and also see how much progress they have made
through the first half of the year!

Mr. Cleary, General Studies Principal

Torah Tots learning all about delivering the mail!
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Mazel Tov to Rabbi and Mrs. Yosef and Renee
Heisler on the bris of their grandson Yaakov
Aharon Prero in Baltimore.
Mazel Tov to Rabbi and Mrs. Yosef and Renee
Heisler on the engagement of their daughter Tova
to Mr. Stanley Greenblum of Elizabeth, N.J. May
the wedding take place b’shaah tovah u’mutzlachas.
Mazel Tov to Rabbi and Mrs. Brachya and Chaya
Tzippora Bernstein on the birth of a baby boy. Mazel
Tov to grandparents Rabbi and Mrs. Yaakov and Sari
Waxman and great-grandparents Rabbi and Mrs.
Barkany.
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Mazel Tov to Rabbi and Mrs. Zev and Beena
Sklare on their son Zalman beginning to put on
tefillin.
Mazel Tov Mr. Adam Charney and Ms.
Miriam Charney on the bar mitzvah of their son,
Joseph. Mazel Tov to grandparents Mr. and Mrs.
Henry and Sylvia Charney and Dr. Richard Cardozo.
Mazel Tov to Rabbi and Mrs. Nosson and Yael
Etziony on the birth of a baby girl. Mazel Tov to
grandparents Mr. and Mrs. Shmuel and Lisa Etziony and
great-grandmother Mrs. Tessy Oxman.

We apologize if we inadvertently omitted your simcha or the details are wrong!
To share news with the editor please call 952-285-8603 or email office@torahacademymn.org

Adam Charney and Miriam Charney invite the community
to a Kiddush this Shabbos following davening at Cong. Bais Yisroel
in honor of the Bar Mitzvah of their son, Joseph.

Thank you To The following sponsors of TreaTs for
The whole school for rosh chodesh shevaT:
David and Esti Spar and family and Yehoshua and Racheli Borenstein and family
 לע״נ שלמה בן בנימין זאבfor his yahrzeit יד׳ שבט
The Bitterman Family  לעילוי נשמתMrs Anna Bitterman  זעלדא ראכל בת משה שמואלwhose
yartzeit is on ו׳ שבט
Devorah Nummy and Andrew Waters for Aliyas Neshama for Rafael Yaakov ben Dovid
Menashe, A”H.
Chaim and Yael Anceier in honor of Rabbi Idstein and Mr. Cleary for their leadership and
devotion to the school, along with the teachers who dedicate their time to teaching our children

We are a month away from the half way mark in the Yedios
Keloliyos program and collectively as a school we have earned more
than 110,000 points. There are many students who have attained
their goal and are earning extra credit points.
Hint of the week
If your child has not been tested on the ten makos have them study
and be tested on the ten makos which can be found on page ten.

The Torah Academy PTO Proudly Presents

A beautiful platter of dried fruit (platters are all nut free).
TU B’SHVAT IS TUESDAY JANUARY 21

Available in 2 sizes!
For family,
friends, or a
Shabbos gift…

For Rabbeim,
Moros, or
yourself!

 4 section platter of 4 different fruits- $15
 6 section platter with 6 different fruits- $20

To place an order complete the form below and send in to the office with payment.
If you have any questions, email the Mrs. Bodner at chayag96@gmail.com
Don’t wait until the last minute….ORDERS MUST BE IN BY SUNDAY, JANUARY 13
Platters will be sent home from Torah Academy on Tuesday, January 15
th

or will be available for pick up on Wednesday, January 16 from the Torah Academy office.

Payment, along with this completed form, must be received
before order can be processed!
PLEASE MAKE CHECKS PAYABLE TO TORAH ACADEMY and write Tu B’Shevat in the Memo Line
Send order to Tu B’Shevat Platters, Torah Academy,
2800 Joppa Ave. S, St. Louis Park, MN 55416

Name:_______________________________________ Phone:_______________________

MUST BE
FILLED
OUT

____# of platters at $15 = _________total
_____# of platters at $20 =_________total
Pick up Location: (circle one)

Send Home with my child

TA Office
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Classroom close-up

Rabbi Friedler~8th Grade Judaic Studies
“We are Yeshiva , who happen to be in eight grade.”

Eighth grade is a very exciting and important year for the boys. On the one hand, they are the oldest
boys in the school, and they set the tone for the whole school. On the other hand, they must prepare
themselves as well as possible for their upcoming experience in Yeshiva next year. The main focus of
our day is learning Gemorah. We put a big focus on the boys becoming more and more comfortable with
learning Gemorah and Rashi. Every Gemorah is discussed and explored from many different angles. We
encourage the boys to make our classroom sound like a lively Beis Medrash! If a question that should be
raised is not brought up, the boys will be guided to ask the question. Once the question is raised, we will
go around the classroom and hear different suggestions. We strongly encourage arguing! (In learning, of
course!). We are trained, and shown over and over again, how we should not be afraid of Rashi, even the
long ones. Rashi is our Rebbi! He is there to help us! Every word of Rashi has to be carefully considered:
Why did Rashi say this? The boys are trained to start thinking, and learning like they will be doing in
Yeshiva. At various points throughout the year, the boys are even introduced to some Tosafos as well as
other commentaries. We place a strong focus on comprehension as well as reading and understanding
the Gemorah inside.
We also learn Chumash and Rashi. We study Parshios Shoftim and Ki Seitzei. Our focus is on
understanding the pasuk and Rashi inside, as well as understanding the ideas outside. For Halacha, we
study Kitzur Shulchan Aruch. We start out learning the laws of waking up in the morning, and then move
on to the halachos of davening. A strong emphasis is placed on kedushas beis hakeneses. We are taught
to appreciate the proper behavior and decorum of a shul. When a Yom Tov approaches, we switch over
to discussing the laws of the upcoming Yom Tov. Every week, we learn Parshas Hashvua (the weekly
Torah portion). We go through many ideas and mitzvos which are discussed in that Parsha. There is a lot
of hashkafah (Jewish outlook on life) which is many times given over as a Dvar Torah (Torah thought) on
the Parsha or discussed in the class. In addition to all the learning, the boys work on various fundraisers
throughout the year which go towards their graduation trip. Besides for paying for the trip, these projects
give the boys a sense of responsibility. Additionally, it helps build up the achdus (unity) amongst the
boys and fosters more camaraderie. My goal in eighth grade is to have them as well prepared for Yeshiva
as possible and to help them properly develop into mature adults.

Academic Showcase
Book Swap!

Located in the Main Hallway
January 14, from 4:30-5:30 pm
Bring a book, take a book!
You may bring your books
any time between now
and January 14,
and Mrs. Halek
will hold them for you!
Torah Tots learning about insulation from Mr. Nissel.
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The View from the Classroom
Torah Tot Two Year Olds
Brown Bear, Brown Bear, what do you see? I see
Paroh’s green frogs looking at me!
What fun we had learning the color green and learning
about the parsha at the same time!
Gut Shabbos!
Mrs. B. Weinberg & Mrs. Rotkin
Torah Tot Three Year Olds
Our Shabbos unit continues with some great books, and
our beautiful challah covers and salt shakers are finished.
We’ve enjoyed reviewing some of our alef bais and ABCs,
using stampers, practicing our cutting skills at the sensory
table, and painting at the easel. We learned a lot about mail
delivery from a visit with our mailman. Learning about the
makkos has been a little scary but fun also.
Mrs. Fishman, Mrs. Lynn, & Mrs. Chodos
Mazel Tov to our dear Morah, Mrs. Heisler, on all of
the beautiful . This week we are reviewing our ABCs
and the Alef Bais. We’re doing a great job!
Our Brachos Siyum was a hit! Thank you parents
for sending in such a variety of . Our community
helpers this week were both fantastic. Mr. Nissel came
and taught us about the insulation company he works for.
Even insulation can be so exciting! Peter, the neighborhood
mailman, came in and gave us a full overview of everything
our mail carriers do for us. He showed us his real equipment
and we even got a tour of his mail truck!
Have a great Shabbos,
Mrs. Goldberger, Mrs. Heisler, & Miss B. Weinberg
Pre-Kindergarten
This week Pre-K began a new unit based on the story
of The Elves and the Shoemaker, practiced our Gg and Hh,
thought about how parts make a whole, and determined
character intent in a story.
Mrs. Wenner
Kindergarten
We are finishing up our Alef Bais letter review and
doing many fun activities and projects to celebrate. We had
a special siyum with both classes and we are excited to
begin learning nekudos next week. In our brachos unit, we
are focusing on the bracha of “...borei pri haeitz.” We added
another car to our bracha train and had a yummy haeitz
treat. This week’s parsha was great fun since we learned
about the makkos; how did Morah Bella make that water
turn red?? Ask your child about that!
Mrs. Smith & Mrs. Bodner
Kindergarten is moving forward in reading by
beginning to work with rebus sentences. We have had fun
using the Superkids characters in our sentences. Sight
words are beginning to be introduced and will be practiced
more and more in the classroom. In math, we are working
on numbers to 10, greater than, and less than concepts.

Winter projects and crafts round out the week. Thank you
for the contributions to the classroom grocery stores!
Ms. Haase, Ms. Kittleson, Miss H. Weinberg, & Miss
H. Prero
First Grade
We are one week away!!! We are very busy preparing
and practicing for the Chumash Play. In addition, we also
learned more about brachos and are getting ready for the
upcoming Brachos Bowl for grades 1–4. We also reviewed
how to identify yachid, yichida, rabbim and rabbos in
words.
Have a wonderful Shabbos,
Mrs. Herron & Miss E.M. Heisler
The first graders began a unit on data and graphing
in math. This week, they worked on Venn diagrams, tally
charts, and pictographs. In Superkids, they continued to
work on reading CVCe words with Super e! They also
learned to read and write words with the possessive ’s.
Mrs. Singer & Ms. Kittleson
Second Grade
What does it mean to prioritize? What did Lot put at
the bottom of his priority list? We enjoyed using all five
senses when learning about the bracha of Asher Yatzar. Not
only do we make brachos on food, but we learned about
other types as well. Ask us to list them and share examples
of each category.
Have a wonderful Shabbos!
Miss Mandelbaum & Mrs. C.R.Weinberg
Mazel Tov to 2B! We completed another Perek! In
Perek Tes Zayin, we are now learning about how Sarai gave
Hagar as a wife to Avrom. We were also introduced to a
whole bunch of new Shorashim! Keep up the singing!
Have a great Shabbos!
Rabbi Lichtman & Rabbi Pam
This week, in Super Magazine the second graders
continued on page 8

Torah Tot painters at work!
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read articles about the history of bicycles, the monarch
migration, and why cheetahs are so fast. They also worked
on dictionary skills. In math, we began doing 2-digit
addition, with and without regrouping!!!
Mrs. Singer
Third Grade
In Chumash, this week we learned the four promises
HaShem made to Yitzchok. Please ask a third grade girl
what they are.
Mrs. Prero
Last week, the third graders had a test on more than
fifty shoroshim, and every single boy did amazing! Keep
up the great work! We are constantly introducing new
shoroshim into our class and incorporating them into
Chumash.
Have a great Shabbos!
Rabbi Friedler
The third graders wrapped up their grammar unit on
adjectives and adverbs this week. It’s always exciting to
me when students see or hear a grammatical mistake and
ask about it in class! These English language skills are so
important. We also learned what a “double negative” is, and
began a new vocabulary unit.
Mrs. Halek
Fourth Grade
We are continuing the story of Yosef in Mitzrayim.
Question: How could it be that for 22 yeears not one of
the brothers told Yaakov that Yosef was really alive? How
could it be that they were such good secret-keepers, even
when they saw how sad Yaakov was every day? Ask a 4th
grade girl!
Mrs. Idstein
This week, our Sunday morning class completed
Maseches Sukkah. We learned about the mitzvos of sukkah,
the lulav and esrog, Hoshana Rabbah, and the pouring of
water on the mizbeiach. Congratulations to 4B!
Rabbi Waxman
The girls finished up their grammar unit, which was all
about nouns! This week we learned about possessive nouns.
They are working on skits to explain their sections in social
studies, which includes the Boston Tea Party and the start of
our country.
Ms. Blair
This week, the 4th grade boys have been using models
to represent multiplication and we have been learning
strategies to multiply 2-digit numbers by 1-digit numbers.
In math, we also learned a new game this week. They
named the game Speed Donut and they get lots of practice
with their basic facts when playing. In science, we started
a unit on technology and design. The boys are very excited
about this unit, as they like to create and test. This week our
goal is to come up with a design for a hover craft and then
to test it. If the hover craft doesn’t work we will go back to
the design to see how we can make changes to improve it.
Ms. Waring
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The girls worked on their division skills, finding single
digit quotients, and determining divisibility.
Mrs. Wenner
In Social Studies, the boys traveled to the Southwest
Region of the United States. In Language Arts, we
reviewed for the grammar and spelling test the class took
on Thursday. We also completed and shared our personal
narratives on a favorite memory. The boys spent the last
two weeks working on these narratives, and did a wonderful
job. One question to ask your child is: Will you read us your
narrative? Hint: It’s attached to the weekly parent letter.
Mrs. Hechtman
Fifth Grade
We finished learning Shiras Devorah! We are now
on to the next Shofet, Gidon ben Yoash. How was his
conversation with the Malach Hashem similar to the
conversation of Moshe Rabbeinu?
Have a wonderful Shabbos!
Mrs. Lichtman
Ask your son why we learned about Chanukah even
though it’s not Chanukah!
In Chumash, we are continuing to work on skills. Keep
up the good work!
What a Nachas! The boys were challenged to say any
TWO mishnayos by heart in the 6th perek of Bava Kama.
WOW! They did a fantastic job!
Enjoy your Shabbos Kodesh,
Rabbi Mandelbaum
A very full week in Fifth Grade! The girls really rose to
the challenge, with a Grammar Test, Vocabulary Quiz, and
Spelling Words - not to mention working hard on Essays,
adding and subtracting fractions with unlike denominators,
creating a complex new foldable on the Revolutionary
War, and beginning to learn about the wonders of Earth
Science! Our visit to India was interesting and strange
(Untouchables?), and our monthly activity was definitely
a learning experience. We are also up to our last round of
ABC projects—and looking forward. Have a wonderful
Shabbos.
Mrs. Gross
continued on page 9

5B strengthening math skills through cribbage!
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Rabbi Idstein’s Inspirational Morning Quotes
• The only time you should ever look back is to see how far you have come.
• Don’t judge a situation you were never in.
• If you get tired, learn to rest – not to quit!
Cribbage is the game, and counting is the skill. The 5th
grade boys have been learning how to play cribbage. It is a
game of higher level thinking and mathematical skill. This
game makes learning math more fun. The best part is that
they love it!
Mrs. Karako
Sixth Grade
Thank you, Kita Vav, so much for the warm welcome
back and a fantastic gramin! In Perek Ches, the Ziknei
Yisroel come to Shmuel Hanavi and ask for a king. If there
is a mitzva in the Torah to appoint a king over Bnei Yisroel
then why was Shmuel upset at this request?! Ask any six
grade girl; she can tell you!
Mrs. Botnick
Mazel Tov, Kitah Vav, upon the completion of Parshas
Yisro! We worked hard, but don’t worry; we “played hard,”
too, at our exciting siyum! (see pictures) Why did a minidrama class take place during the last Chumash lesson of
the parsha? Why was there a box reading “fragile, handle
with care” on display? Ask us to share the story of petiras
Rabbi Akiva and how this connects to Shema.
Have a wonderful Shabbos!
Miss Mandelbaum
Jump right in! In sixth grade, we’re busy figuring
out the Mikva Gemara, and what would “Pasel” it! Does
the color of the water make a difference? And how much
“Mayim She’uvim” was really there? We also learned what
it means to make a diyuk—an inference. In Chumash, we
completed Az Yashir! Now we’re trying to find some water
to drink in Marah .
Have a wonderful Shabbos!
Rabbi Lichtman
The sixth grade boys are working with numbers in
Scientific Notation and mastering the concepts of adding,
subtracting, multiplying, and dividing with these numbers.
Our next step is word problems to use the skills we are
learning.
The sixth grade girls are working with ratios and how
we use them in daily life. Soon we will go further with
ratios and apply them to the concept of proportions.
Dr. Thorne
The boys and girls did great on their persuasive essays
and debates, and we started a short play called, “The Dying
Detective,” which is about the famous Sherlock Holmes. In
social studies, we started a new chapter, which is about the
Minnesota fur trade.
Ms. Blair

The boys continued their winter engineering unit,
infusing our building with math and measurement. Our
engineering challenges have parameters that include
keeping our structures within certain sizes.
The girls had a fun time learning about energy waves
and the different ways they can move through objects.
Mrs. Wenner
Seventh Grade
  
We finished Parshas Shelach and enjoyed a class trip
to The Dollar Tree to find items that connected to various
topics we learned about.
We then began an argument, but don’t worry; it’s only
Korach’s argument.
It was a great week! Keep it up girls!
Mrs. Engelson
Our white board was covered with many different
pictures, and we categorized them by “types of brachos.”
What an artistic class we have! We also broke down the
halachos of kadima for brachos. And lastly...Parsha… Ask
us to share with you a wonderful D’var Torah!
Have a wonderful Shabbos!
Miss Mandelbaum
Eighth Grade
In Chumash, we learned how great it is to keep a
secret. What reward did Lot’s children get because he kept a
good secret and didn’t say something he knew about?!
P.S. Attention 8th grade girls—Don’t forget to say your
D’var Torah!
Mrs. Idstein
“If you see something, say something”. Are you
considered a witness just by seeing? Must you have
intention to testify in order to be a witness? How can a dead
person be considered a witness? Ask an eighth grader.
Have a great Shabbos!
Rabbi Friedler
continued on page 10

Learning how to quilt in Friday enrichment class.
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MS Geography & History
7th grade American History students are working on
traveling down the Oregon Trail as they head west. This
week, they are creating wagons and filling them with items
that they will need to take them down the Oregon Trail.
8th grade Global Studies are starting their unit on
Latin America. We began with a guided reader to better
understand the landscape and rivers and oceans that make
up this area. Next, we will study the Incas and Aztecs and
create visual and factual timelines.
Mrs. Amundson
MS Language Arts
Seventh grade started the week sharing their short
stories. Please stop by the Language Arts room during the
Academic Showcase to read your child’s story. Students
ended the week learning about First Person and Second
7G Parsha Siyum, also known as Mission 338
Person Point of View. One question to ask your child is:
How do I know if a text is First Person or Second Person?
Eighth grade finished the novel Phantom Tollbooth.
They are now working on a project with a partner based
on the novel. You can check out these projects during the
Academic Showcase. One question to ask your child is:
What did you think of the novel Phantom Tollbooth? Would
you recommend this book to others?
Mrs. Hechtman
MS Mathematics
In middle school math, we have been working on unit
rates involving factions. We have been using unit rates in
word problems so we able to see all the ways that unit rates
apply to everyday life. In the Blended class, students have
begun analyzing and creating scatter plots. They have been
analyzing the correlation and association in scatterplots and
they have been learning how to draw the line of best fit in a
scatterplot.
Lieutenant Menachem Felzenberg of the
Ms. Waring
the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers made a
Computers
presentation in Mrs. Lang’s science class.
It is time again to assess how our students are doing in
math and reading. FastBridge winter assessments will take
place during computer classes.
There are two tests, so it will involve two computer
classes, this week’s and next.
Eight Grade Parents—after the testing is complete,
we will begin working on the yearbook! As you are aware,
the central part of the each year’s yearbook is the personal
pages of each graduating 8th grader. In order to make it
meaningful, each student needs to prepare for and fill out
the student’s yearbook fact sheet. (If you have not received
it, you will in the next couple of days). The student should
take some time to think about their favorite quote and
The 5G ABC Project was “R” for rose.
pisgam. Please encourage your child to start working on
these two items and the other information on the fact sheet.
Mr. Baldinger

Did you Know?

The Kolenu Parsha Page

BS”D

(Facts and Insights into the Parsha that you and the family might not have known – enjoy!)

• The Chartumim were unable to duplicate Makkas Kinim. The reason given is
because their powers did not extend to very small items. The Chizkuni says that the
reason they could not duplicate Kinim was because “kishuf” only works when the
sorcerer’s feet are on the ground. Since all the earth turned into Kinim, the
Chartumim were powerless.
• According to one interpretation, the waters of the Ye’or only turned to blood for a
short time during Makkas Dam. It was long enough to kill all the fish, and the dead
fish turned the waters rancid. (Chizkuni)
• If Moshe’s parents would have married after Matan Torah, they would have
transgressed both the prohibition of Achos Aviv, marrying the sister of one’s
father, and the prohibition of Machzir Grushaso, remarrying one’s divorced wife.
(Rashi 6:20/Targum Yonasson Bamidbar 11:26)
• Levi and his grandson Amram both lived to be 137 years old.
• Chevron, an ancient city in Eretz Yisroel, is also the name of the 3rd son of Kehas.

Torah Riddle -

 Aside from the week’s parsha, where else in the Torah does it mention the brother of a
woman who got married?
Answer can be found below the Ayin Tova case!

Ayin Tova Case #10

Gideon Stern was the up and coming speaker for yeshivos and seminaries across Israel. His charismatic
personality and great breadth of Torah entertained audience after audience. Yeshivas Toras Dovid was excited
to announce he’d be the keynote speaker at their annual dinner. They were certain that it would attract many
new attendees. The yeshiva publicized the event and their awesome guest speaker. A few days before the
event, a very apologetic Gideon Stern called the office to inform them that he had a conflict, and he could not
attend. Now the yeshiva was in a real pickle.
Help the yeshiva have Ayin Tova for (Gideon) and for their situation. 😊😊
Ayin Tova Case # 9
Mendy was feeling very tired as he boarded the bus on the way to an important business meeting he was attending in town. The ride typically took twenty minutes or
so, thus he sat back to enjoy the ride. Suddenly someone was standing over him with a look of disdain, explaining that he had asked him to get off the bus several
times as it was the last stop of the route. Mendy had fallen asleep and missed his stop. He quickly got himself together and realized that he was on the other side of
the city and would end up being drastically late for his important meeting.
Help Mendy have Ayin Tova for his situation. 😊😊
Suggestions for Last Week’s Case: He should realize that nothing happens without Hashem willing it, and there must be a reason why he was meant to stay on that
bus as long as he did. / Although he may never know it, he may have made an impression on somebody in a positive way which led to them becoming closer to
Hakadosh Baruch Hu.
Answers – Torah Riddle – Beraishis 28:9 – Machalas was the sister of N’voyos.

